
Genius 2611 

Chapter 2611 2616-Divine Lord Realm! 

In the arcane realms that ye chen had participated in before, the most he had was the seventh stage 

true God ancient capital Tianhao's combat strength. 

In the Tianxuan Galaxy, there would be countless Supreme talents, including those on the top of the list 

of 10000 talents. 

Even the Supreme talents of the undead race, the Black Tortoise race, the soul Race, the angel race, and 

other races would participate in the secret realm. 

It was said that this secret realm was formed naturally, and it would form once every one million years. 

There were some treasures inside that even Emperor gods would be jealous of! 

Even those above Emperor God would be envious. 

One must know that experts above the Emperor god level could already roam the mysterious sky 

Starfield. Even those terrifying existences had to value this treasure. 

One could see how important the opening of the secret realm was. 

"King Ascension fruit." 

Ye chen also found out about a kind of treasure. 

That was the king fruit. 

Not only were there King Ascension fruits, there were also treasures that could allow one to become a 

monarch. 

The king Ascension fruit, as its name suggested, would allow any living being to advance to the God King 

stage after consuming it. 

Yes, any living being. 

Even a little guy who was so weak that he was not even an immortal or God could immediately become 

a God King after consuming it. 

This kind of treasure was simply heaven-defying. 

A treasure that could allow one to become a divine Emperor was even more heaven-defying. 

For example, ye Chen's master in the Wildlands, the great immortal wondrous fate, was a peak Godking 

powerhouse who had been trapped in this realm for many years. 

The wondrous great immortal was already able to move unhindered through the Wildlands, but he 

wasn't an Emperor God yet. 

However, if ye chen managed to obtain some treasures in the arcane realm, it was not impossible for 

great immortal wondrous fate to advance to Emperor God! 
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"I must participate." 

Ye chen decided to participate in this arcane realm. 

The main thing was that he had heard that the prodigies of the angel race, Soul Race, and shengling sect 

would all enter the secret realm. 

This time, ye chen was going to go on a killing spree and plunder. 

Since these people wanted to kill ye chen, ye chen would not let them be. 

"Let's go,"he said. 

Ye chen decisively stepped out of the cultivation room. With his current strength, he should not be 

afraid of the peerless geniuses of the Holy Spirit sect, the angel clan, and the Soul Clan. 

He could even put up a fight against a fifth level Divine King expert. 

Of course, he didn't know exactly how strong the heaven's favorites were. 

However, ye chen had a peak Godking-rank treasure. Even if he could not defeat the silver-white 

warship, he could still escape. 

With ye Chen's speed, he quickly left the cultivation room and found the location where the arcane 

realm opened. 

At this moment, there were already many figures waiting here. 

"Who's that?" 

Ye Chen's pupils constricted because he felt several extremely terrifying auras. These auras were very 

similar to the elder of the Holy Spirit sect, Gu mo, and the Almighties of the angel clan and the Soul Clan. 

He knew that these auras didn't belong to the ancient devil or the two Almighties. 

However, he was certain that these few auras were definitely peak God Emperor existences. 

"That's the angel race. " 

Ye Chen's eyes swept around and immediately saw a group of young men with golden wings on their 

backs standing in the distance. 

Not only the angels, but the souls had also come. 

A group of young men with strange patterns on their foreheads stood not far away. They seemed to 

have a good relationship with the angel race. 

"Who's that?" 

At this moment, ye chen felt an extremely vast and boundless energy that was like an abyss. 

This aura was similar to how ye chen could sense a Godking when he was weak. 

"Above God Emperor?" 



Ye chen suppressed the excitement in his heart. Such a strong person was too powerful. 

One had to know that a God Emperor could move unhindered in the savage barren region. 

A peak Emperor God was a top expert in the mysterious Sky Star field. 

And above God Emperor was God master. 

Divine Lord experts could destroy a region like the savage barren region with the snap of a finger. 

It was said that divine Lord experts were immortal, truly immortal. Even if their bodies were obliterated 

ten thousand times, they would not die. 

Only those at the same level of power had a chance of killing a God Lord. 

It was just a slight chance. 

In short, divine Lords were almost immortal. 

"Hahaha, I didn't expect that even the Divine Master of the undead race would come!" 

At this time, an Almighty from the angel race took a step forward and laughed. 

"Lord Divine Master!" 

"Lord undying!" 

The soul Race, the Black Tortoise race, and the Almighties of the other races all went to meet him. 

It was clear that the one who had come this time was a God Lord expert, known as the undying Lord. 

"Haha, even the Berserker Lord of the battle Saint tribe is here." 

A few other races went to meet him in another direction. It turned out that it was another god Lord. 

It was clear that the undying Lord had a good relationship with the angels and souls. 

As for the battle Saint tribe, they were also an extremely terrifying race. They were ranked 8th on the 

ten thousand ancient races. 

It was one rank higher than the undead. 

This God master of the battle Saint tribe was called the Berserker master. He was a towering giant ape 

and could probably crush a peak Emperor God to death with just a finger. 

The moment the ape arrived, two boundless auras filled the space. 

It was a good thing that they had deliberately concealed their auras. Otherwise, other than the divine 

Emperor, the others would have exploded. 

"The undying Lord?" 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed. This undead seemed to have a good relationship with the angel clan and the 

Soul Clan. 



This was a little troublesome. 

Fortunately, the battle Saint tribe didn't care about the angel and soul races. 

Otherwise, it would be even more troublesome. 

"The secret realm is about to open. Juniors, do your best to fight for the opportunities. Kill the enemies 

of the enemy race and you can get points!" 

A towering figure in flames waved his hand, and the undead and the young men of the other races 

received tokens. 

This was the undying Lord. 

The berserk master waved his hand as well. Ye chen immediately noticed that he had a token in his 

hand. 

Ye Chen's heart leaped with joy. This time, there were many humans who were going to enter the secret 

realm. It seemed like the battle Saint tribe had a good relationship with the human race. 

"Let's enter the secret realm. Little guys, let's fight for the treasures!" 

The berserk Master's Voice boomed like thunder. 

Yes! 

Everyone was extremely excited. This was the Divine Master, a legendary existence. 

How could they not be excited? 

"Let's go, let's go, let's enter the secret realm!" 

"This time, my angel race is going to start a massacre!" 

"Haha, an Angel?" 

"All of you, come!" 

The paragons turned into streams of light and entered a white vortex. 

Ye chen followed the crowd of paragons and entered the White vortex as well. 

The moment ye chen entered the White vortex, he felt the world spinning before his eyes. 

When he reappeared, he was already on a plain. 

Ye chen had participated in many arcane realm activities in the past, so he was very familiar with this. 

The angel race and the soul Race! 

The shengling sect! 

Ye Chen's lips curled into a cold smile. He would make these three parties pay a painful price. 

Whoosh! 



Ye chen rose into the air and flew into the distance. 

After flying for a short while, they encountered a group of people who were currently fighting. 

Chapter 2612 The Undead! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

A series of explosions shook the heavens and earth. It was extremely terrifying. 

A group of people were besieging a person. No, to be precise, they were besieging a dark spirit. 

The Dark Soul was at the fourth level of God King realm. 

At that moment, the people surrounding the yin soul were a group of souls. They were youths with 

strange patterns on their foreheads. 

This group of young men was besieging the dark spirit. 

"Haha, as long as we kill this dark spirit, we can obtain a treasure bestowed by the heavens!" 

"This is a fourth tier Divine King dark spirit. If I kill it, I'll be able to obtain valuable treasures!" 

"Kill, kill, kill!" 

"Kill him!" 

Everyone laughed and attacked the dark spirit crazily. 

This group of people all had very high cultivation levels, with most of them between the second and 

third level of King God Realm. 

Their combat strength was very ordinary, not much different from those in the same realm. 

Ye Chen's heart skipped a beat. Killing the dark spirit would give him a heavenly treasure? 

It was said that in this ten thousand spirit secret realm, killing Yin souls and enemies would give one a 

heavenly treasure. 

The so-called heavenly treasure was a treasure bestowed by the rules. As long as the enemy was killed, 

a treasure would automatically descend from the sky. 

As for what kind of treasure it was, it would depend on the yin spirit killed and the strength of the 

enemy. 

The stronger the enemy killed, the better the quality of the treasure obtained. 

The treasures obtained from killing a first level Divine King and a fifth or sixth level Divine King expert 

were worlds apart. 

"Soul Clan? I will make you pay the price!" 

Ye chen took a step forward. 

BOOM! 
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A terrifying blast of air swept out in all directions. 

"Who is it?" 

Everyone looked at ye chen. 

"A mere ninth-level immortal God kid dares to stop us?" 

"You really don't know your place!" 

"Ninth-level immortal God ants." 

Everyone sneered. A mere ninth-level immortal God trash actually dared to come out. 

Was he looking for death? 

"I'm too lazy to talk nonsense with you, go to hell!" 

Ye chen flipped his palm and a divine sword appeared. It was the bone dragon divine sword. 

Then, he activated the infinite Destruction Sword technique and slashed out. 

Roar! 

A sword light, which seemed to carry a roar, slashed out and instantly killed several soul experts. 

"What?" 

"Not good, this kid is a monster!" 

"This kid is a peerless monster!" 

"Everyone, be on guard!" 

Many of the soul youths were shocked. A ninth-level immortal God had actually killed several second-

level Divine King realm soul youths with a single strike. 

How was this possible? 

However, they knew that nothing was impossible in this world. They might have met a super genius on 

the list of top 10000 talents. 

Therefore, they launched a counterattack against ye chen at the first opportunity. 

"Soul of the world!" 

"Soul extreme limitless!" 

The secret engravings on the soul Clan's young men's foreheads shot out beams of light. 

"Myriad exterminating sword technique, exterminate the heavens!" 

Ye chen wielded the bone dragon divine sword and suddenly slashed out hundreds of times in a row. 

Thousands of sword Qi covered the sky and the earth like a spider web. 

Ah, ah, ah, ah! 



Shrill screams were heard. Most of the soul youths present were swept by the sword Qi. Their bodies 

exploded and they died. 

"How is that possible?" 

"How can this person be so strong?" 

"This doesn't make any sense." 

Many of the Soul Clan's youths revealed looks of disbelief as they roared. 

How was that possible? 

How was this a ninth-stage immortal God? he was clearly a fifth-stage Divine King expert. 

Otherwise, it would be impossible for him to kill them all. 

"The Soul Clan only has this little strength? What a disappointment. " 

Ye chen sneered. He waved his sword and was about to kill the rest of them. 

"Stop, you bastard!" 

BOOM! 

An extremely powerful aura rose from the distance, and then a divine power spear pierced through it. 

BOOM! 

A beam of sword Qi collided with the divine power spear, and both of them were scattered. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked into the distance and saw a red-robed young man approaching. 

This red-robed young man was covered in purple-red flames. His aura was extremely shocking, and his 

temperature was terrifyingly high. 

The undead. 

This was a heaven's favorite of the undead race. 

"It's the undying Zhuo!" 

"It's the undying Zhuo, we're saved!" 

"It's actually the undying Zhuo!" 

Everyone was extremely shocked as they roared. 

Undying Zhuo was a peerless genius ranked 8760th on the list of 10000 talents. 

In terms of strength, he was definitely stronger than a fourth level Godking. 

It was comparable to a fifth level Godking. 



Furthermore, the undead were extremely powerful. Their life force was almost unkillable. 

It was said that the undead would cultivate a secret technique called the immortal deity technique. After 

being killed, they could be reborn on the spot. 

He could be reborn nine times. 

That's right, they could be reborn at least nine times. 

This was also the perverted aspect of the undead. Why were they called undead? 

It was because they had cultivated this secret technique that allowed them to resurrect on the spot! 

Furthermore, he could be resurrected many times! 

This was very abnormal. 

Of course, this resurrection could only be used by the undead race, which was in line with the laws of 

the immortal God Realm, which was the universe. 

People of other races could not use it. 

"Kid, you killed many young friends of my Soul Clan. You deserve to die!" 

Undying Zhuo stepped forward, his eyes flashing with cold killing intent. 

Ye chen had actually dared to massacre the youths of the Soul Clan on a large scale. 

This was simply a crime that deserved ten thousand deaths. 

The Soul Clan and the undead clan were on good terms. Therefore, as an undead, undead Zhuo was 

furious when he saw this scene and took the initiative to deal with ye chen. 

Although the strength ye chen had displayed was extremely shocking, he believed that with the 

abnormal characteristics of the undead, he could definitely exhaust ye chen to death. 

The undead had extremely strong vitality. It was difficult to kill them once, let alone nine times. 

This was also the capital he had to stand out. 

"Those who stop me, kill!" 

Ye chen could not be bothered to waste his breath on the other party. He suddenly waved the bone 

dragon divine sword in his hand and slashed! 

A sword light suddenly expanded to a few hundred thousand feet long and then slashed out. 

"What?" 

Undying Zhuo felt the power of the sword light and his scalp went numb. The power of the sword light 

was too strong, and it even contained the immortal God Realm. 

How was that possible? 

How could a ninth-level immortal God be so powerful? 



Undying Zhuo's cultivation was at the seventh stage of true God Realm. He had the fighting power of a 

fifth stage Divine King, which was already extremely heaven-defying. 

However, ye chen was much more heaven-defying than him. 

"Fire Phoenix divine skill!" 

Undying Zhuo roared and waved his hands. Then, a hot and violent aura burst out, forming a red pillar of 

light that shot out. 

BOOM! 

The sword Qi collided with the red light pillar. Without a doubt, the sword Qi tore the red light pillar to 

pieces. 

"Ah!" 

Undying Zhuo was sent flying backward, a huge crack appearing on his chest. 

Chapter 2613 Stepping Into The True God Stage! 

"How, how is that possible? You're only at the ninth-level of the immortal God Realm ..." 

Undying Zhuo's eyes were filled with disbelief. 

At the same time, many of the youths from the soul Race revealed looks of shock. How was this 

possible? 

Ye Chen's cultivation base was clearly only at the ninth-level of the immortal God Realm. How could he 

have repelled the undying Zhuo? 

A ninth-stage immortal God defeating a seventh-stage true God peerless genius? 

,m If the undying Zhuo was a heaven's favorite, what was ye chen? 

What a freak! 

A peerless monster! 

Everyone knew that they had encountered an unimaginable monster. 

Normally, only the top 50 on the list of top 10000 talents could be this powerful. 

The top 50 on the list of 10000 talents were all peerless geniuses. Of course, there were very few 

geniuses in the top 50 in the Tianxuan Galaxy. 

Ye chen was clearly such a monster. 

In fact, he was even stronger. 

This was because ye Chen's cultivation base was not even at second-stage true God yet, but he had the 

combat power to repel undying Zhuo. How shocking was this? 

When ye chen attained second tier true God, would he not be able to kill the undead Zhuo in seconds? 
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"Hmph, your combat strength is indeed very powerful, but you can't kill me. I'll take these soul youths 

with me. Just wait for the revenge of the undead!" 

Undying Zhuo snorted coldly. He was extremely displeased. As a peerless heaven's pride expert, he was 

actually suppressed by another person. 

Furthermore, this person's cultivation was seven minor realms lower than his. 

Normally, he wouldn't have believed it, but now he had no choice. 

With a wave of his hand, undying Zhuo immediately kept the soul youths into his storage ring before he 

shot off into the distance. 

"You're really looking for death!" 

Ye Chen's eyes glinted. He knew that he could not let undead Zhuo go. 

If the news of him attacking the undead clan's young man spread and the undying Lord found out, he 

would be in trouble. 

The mighty figures of the soul Race were also outside. 

Therefore, he had to kill undead Zhuo. 

"Ancient Thunderbolt, immortal God Realm, annihilating sword technique!" 

Ye chen injected unparalleled power into the bone dragon divine sword. This time, the bone dragon 

divine sword completely burst out with a super powerful force. 

Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

Beams of sharp sword Qi shot out and struck undying Zhuo. 

"Ah!" 

Undying Zhuo let out a blood-curdling screech as his body exploded, turning into ashes. 

Just like that, ye chen appeared in front of the undying Zhuo. He could feel the undying Zhuo's energy. 

Although it was suppressed by the immortal divine realm, it was still constantly reorganizing. 

"Die!" 

Ye chen suddenly slashed out a few hundred times. 

One after another, miserable shrieks rang out as undying Zhuo's body was blasted apart again and again. 

It was unknown how many times he had been blasted apart before he finally died. 

"Haha, ye chen, you want to kill me? no way! You've only killed me once and it's already so difficult!" 

Undying Zhuo's figure suddenly appeared from the side, and he quickly flew away. 

Ye Chen's heart trembled. Was this the immortal deity technique? 

That was too abnormal. 



It was no wonder that the undead could be ranked in the top ten in the vast universe. Such talent was 

too abnormal. 

He didn't know how abnormal the battle Saint tribe was. They were actually ranked higher than the 

undead race. 

"You want to escape? no way!" 

Ye chen sneered. His figure also flew at full speed. 

Very quickly, he caught up to undying Zhuo, and with the force of a Thunderbolt, he destroyed undying 

Zhuo once. 

However, undying Zhuo was revived once more, appearing in the distance and fleeing at top speed. 

If ye chen was not so much stronger than the undying Zhuo, he would not have been able to kill the 

undying Zhuo. 

"Argh, argh, ye chen, I curse you, I curse you!" 

After eight consecutive revivals, undying Zhuo could not help but curse when he saw ye chen still 

chasing after him. 

Ye chen was simply too powerful. He was at least a few dozen times stronger than the undying Zhuo. 

Although the undead were powerful enough, they couldn't be powerful enough to fight against an 

opponent dozens of times stronger than them. 

Thus, the undying Zhuo was destroyed by ye chen for the last time. 

Ye chen waited for a whole day but did not see undying Zhuo come back to life. Only then did he 

confirm that undying Zhuo had completely fallen. 

"Truly abnormal." 

Ye chen clicked his tongue and sighed. 

This was only a heaven's favorite of the undead race. He wasn't a particularly abnormal one, but he was 

already so difficult to kill. 

If it was an extremely freakish peerless prodigy, ye chen would not be able to kill him. 

It was impossible to even cause his body to explode, let alone kill him. 

"A heaven-sent treasure." 

In the sky, beams of light suddenly descended. 

They were all treasures. 

All of them were treasures. 

Ye Chen's eyes brightened. He had killed a prodigy of the undead clan. He wondered how many rewards 

he would receive. 



Ye chen flew over and caught the treasure boxes one by one. 

"Immortal stones! A large number of immortal stones!" 

Ye chen was overjoyed. All the celestial stones were high-grade celestial stones. 

The upper celestial stones were usually only used by God kings or God emperors. 

It seemed that the regulations of heaven and earth knew that ye chen was in urgent need of celestial 

stones, so they had sent him celestial stones. 

With so many immortal stones, ye chen was confident that he would step into the true God Realm. 

"Let's go and break through!" 

Ye chen was overjoyed and immediately flew away. 

Soon, ye chen found a cave. He entered the cave and prepared to break through. 

If he didn't break through to the true God Realm, he wouldn't be able to kill the undead race's peerless 

heaven's favorite. 

Furthermore, the peerless geniuses of the soul Race, the angel race, and the shengling sect must all be 

freakishly powerful. 

Without a breakthrough, ye chen was still not their match with his strength. 

"True God Realm ..." 

Ye chen had already converted all his celestial energy into celestial energy, so he was only one step away 

from becoming a true God. 

As long as he could pass the heavenly Tribulation, he would be able to step into the true God Realm. 

"Come on!" 

Ye chen stood in the sky, welcoming the lightning tribulation. 

One, two, three, four ... 

Bolts of lightning as thick as ten thousand feet struck down, but they were useless against ye chen. 

Even the lightning of the great Godking calamity was just a scratch to ye chen, let alone these 

Thunderbolts. 

Ye Chen's current combat strength was much stronger than a fifth firmament Godking. 

After an unknown amount of time, the lightning in the sky finally stopped. 

The energy on ye Chen's body suddenly erupted! 

True God! 

First stage true God Realm. 



Ye chen had finally stepped into the first stage of true God. 

After stepping into the first stage of true God Realm, he could be considered a Big Shot in the savage 

barren region and could become a city Lord. 

"What a powerful force. No wonder those true gods and God kings looked down on me. It's because of 

the gap between our realms." 

Ye chen clenched his fist. Suddenly, an infinite amount of power burst forth like an explosion. 

Even if he did not use his trump card, he could still kill a fifth level Divine King with a single punch. 

With such a combat power, he had a good chance of winning against Luo he 

Chapter 2614 The Battle Saint Tribe! 

Ye chen finally felt the power of the true God Realm. 

He finally knew why his previous opponents, those true God and King God Realm experts, looked down 

on him and thought that they would win for sure. 

It was because the difference in their cultivation levels was too great. 

The true God Realm was much, much stronger than the immortal God Realm. 

If ye chen did not have so many trump cards and was not so freakish, he would not have been able to 

fight across so many realms. 

This was just a true God. If he were to step into the God King stage, how powerful would he be? 

It was simply unimaginable! 

"I'll stabilize my cultivation first. " 

Ye chen closed his eyes and waved his hand. Large pieces of celestial stones appeared around him, all of 

which were mid-grade celestial stones. 

Mid-grade celestial stones contained celestial energy. In the past, ye chen had to deliberately convert 

the celestial energy in the celestial stone into celestial energy before he could absorb it. 

However, now that ye chen had broken through to true God, he naturally did not need to do this step. 

In one breath, it stabilized! 

After about an hour, ye chen felt that his cultivation base had completely stabilized. 

His combat strength had increased too much. 

He was much more powerful than when he was at the ninth-level immortal God Realm. 

There was really no way to compare a ninth-stage immortal God with a true God. 

Normally, a true God could kill countless ninth-level immortal God experts with a snap of his fingers. 
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Ye Chen's combat strength was so abnormal because the secret techniques he had comprehended were 

all heaven-defying secret techniques. In addition, he had too many trump cards. 

The bone dragon divine sword and the primeval Thunderbolt were all extremely powerful trump cards. 

"Let's go find the angel race and the soul Race," 

Ye chen stood up and flew out. 

With his current speed, he was simply too fast. He was like a bolt of lightning, flashing through the sky. 

With ye Chen's current speed, he could cross an endless distance in the blink of an eye. 

However, the ten thousand spirit secret realm was just too big, so with ye Chen's speed, it was 

impossible to reach the end in a short time. 

The ten thousand spirit secret realm was an ancient secret realm. It was said that even a peak Emperor 

God expert would not be able to reach the end of it in their entire life. 

Not to mention ye chen. 

However, he did not reach the end. At this time, ye chen saw a group of people besieging a monkey. 

That's right, they were surrounding and attacking a monkey. 

That monkey's combat strength was obviously extremely strong. It was actually able to fight one against 

a hundred. Its combat strength was extremely shocking. 

Clearly, this monkey was one of the members of the battle Saint tribe. 

Otherwise, his combat strength would not be so strong. 

The ones surrounding the monkey were a group of angels. At this moment, this group of angels was 

frantically attacking the monkey. 

"Douzhan Sheng, obediently hand over the treasures you have obtained!" 

"Douzhan Sheng, although you're a member of the battle Saint tribe, our Angel race isn't afraid of you." 

"Douzhan Sheng, hand over the treasure obediently, and you may live. Otherwise, you will die!" 

The young angels kept shouting. 

"Hehe, I got this treasure after killing a Black Tortoise race prodigy, and you want to fight with me for it? 

don't even think about taking it if it's not yours!" 

Douzhan Sheng laughed coldly. He held a golden staff in his hand and swept it in all directions. A few 

more young angels were knocked back. 

The combat strength of the battle Saint tribe was too strong. Most probably, they could be considered 

the peak geniuses of the battle Saint tribe. 

Ye chen could tell that the young men from the angel clan who had surrounded Dou Zhan Sheng were 

mostly fourth or fifth level divine kings. 



Douzhan Sheng's cultivation was only at stage five true God Realm, but he could fight against so many 

experts by himself. 

It could be said that the combat strength of this douzhan Sheng was extremely abnormal. 

With the cultivation of the fifth stage of true God Realm, he had fought so many fourth stage and even 

fifth stage King God Realm experts of the angel race. It could be seen how abnormal this kind of talent 

was. 

It was already close to ye Chen's combat strength. 

"Damn it, you're so stubborn!" 

"He's not handing over his treasures. I don't believe we can't kill him if we form the angel battle 

formation!" 

"Killing a Supreme genius of the battle Saint tribe will definitely reward you handsomely!" 

The angels roared. They weren't afraid of killing the battle Saint tribe. One must know that the angel 

race was backed by the undead race. The undead race had a blood feud with the battle Saint tribe. 

It could be said that the angel race and the battle Saint tribe were enemies. 

Of course, there was also the soul Race. 

"Damn it, so many people are attacking me!" 

Douzhan's anger had reached an extreme point, and at the same time, he was very happy with the 

battle. 

Although he wanted to laugh out loud, his cultivation was still too low. 

He was only at stage five true God. 

He wasn't a match for so many of the angel race. 

"Ahem." 

At this moment, ye chen walked out and deliberately coughed twice. 

No one paid him any attention. 

"Brother douzhan!" 

Ye chen shouted on purpose. 

"What?" 

Everyone was startled. The attacks that they were launching also stopped. Could it be that the people 

from the battle Saint tribe had arrived? 

Or could it be that the helpers of the battle Saint tribe had arrived? 

"You, Who are you?" 



Douzhan Sheng was stunned. He did not Know ye chen at all. 

"Me?" 

Ye chen smiled."I'm just an enemy of the angel clan. As long as you and I are enemies of the angel clan, 

we're friends." 

Whoosh! 

The young angels were in an uproar. They didn't think this young man would dare to speak so 

arrogantly. 

Was he not afraid of the angel race? 

"You? Are you sure you can do it?" 

Although douzhan Sheng was very grateful to ye chen, he was still very suspicious when he saw that ye 

Chen's cultivation base was only at first tier true God. 

"Bone Dragon." 

Ye chen flipped his palm and a divine sword appeared. 

Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

Grey-white sword Qi flashed in the air. 

Ah, ah, ah! 

Shrill screams were heard. Several fifth level Divine King realm young angels were killed on the spot. 

"What?" 

"How is this possible?" 

"This is impossible!" 

The young angels were all in disbelief. 

Ye chen had killed several fifth firmament Godking geniuses with a single strike. 

Was this even possible? 

Ye Chen's cultivation base was clearly only at first-stage true God. 

"What a terrifying combat strength." 

When douzhan Sheng saw this, his mouth was wide open. He had never seen such an abnormal 

heaven's favorite. 

Who could instantly kill a fifth stage God King with a first stage true God Realm cultivation? 

Douzhan Sheng himself was at the fifth level of the true God Realm. To be able to battle with a fifth level 

Divine King was already very impressive. 



He was a peak-level genius of the battle Saint tribe. 

Other than the few monstrous geniuses of the battle Saint tribe, he was the number one expert. 

However, there was always someone better than him. Ye chen was much more abnormal than him. 

"Not good, quickly run!" 

"This damn human is too strong!" 

"Run!" 

The young angels reacted and shouted. 

Chapter 2615 Besieging The Battle Saint Tribe! 

He had no choice but to escape. 

Even a fifth-level Godking Angel clan prodigy had been killed in an instant by ye chen, let alone them. 

As long as they found the top geniuses of the angel clan and joined forces, they would definitely be able 

to suppress ye chen. 

At the same time, they were extremely shocked. Why was there such an abnormal heaven's favorite 

among the human race? 

With such combat strength, he could probably be ranked in the top 10 on the list of 10000 talents. 

And this was only the first stage true God Realm. 

If he was at the second stage of true God Realm, he might even have the potential to compete with the 

top three. 

What kind of concept was this? 

The top ten on the list of 10000 talents were not from Tianxuan Galaxy, but from a higher level Galaxy. 

Ye Chen's potential was already more abnormal than those peerless geniuses. 

"Kill, kill, kill!" 

"Fight, fight, fight!" 

The douzhan Lord roared. He wouldn't let these young angels run away. A giant golden staff descended 

from the sky like an ancient mountain. 

The rod smashed down, and a few young angels were crushed to death. 

"Ancient thunder!" 

Ye chen slashed with his sword. Rays of sword Qi tore through space with unimaginable power and 

killed the group of young angels. 

In front of ye chen, these young men of the angel clan still wanted to escape. It was simply ridiculous. 
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With ye Chen's current combat strength, he could kill a fifth level Godking with one punch even without 

using any trump cards. 

Although these angels were all prodigies and were much stronger than ordinary fifth firmament 

godkings, ye chen could easily kill them with the bone dragon divine sword. 

"Ah, ah, ah!" 

"Human, you'll die a horrible death!" 

"Human, I curse you!" 

"You damn human!" 

The young angels screamed as a large number of them were gone. 

Ye Chen's attacks were much more powerful than douzhan Sheng 's. 

They were not on the same level at all. 

Although douzhan Sheng's cultivation base was at fifth-stage true God, in terms of combat power, he 

was far inferior to ye chen. 

"This, this ..." 

When he saw the power of ye Chen's attack, douzhan Sheng was dumbfounded. He was overjoyed. Ye 

Chen's combat power was probably a peerless monster among the human race. 

It would be a good thing if he could befriend ye chen. 

"A heaven-sent treasure!" 

After killing all the young men of the angel clan, ye chen looked up at the sky. As expected, treasure 

chests were descending one after another. 

Ye chen stepped forward and opened the treasure chest. He found that most of the items inside were 

immortal stones, mid-grade immortal stones. 

Obviously, the laws of heaven and earth knew that he needed immortal stones, so they gave him 

immortal stones. 

However, there were not only immortal stones, but also a Strange Fruit, ten in total. 

"This is ... The king Ascension fruit?" 

Douzhan Sheng flew over and recognized the fruit. 

Ye chen was overjoyed. So, this was the king Ascension fruit. 

As long as he brought it back and gave it to his family and friends, they would immediately become God 

kings. 

Of course, it was useless for ye chen to consume it. 



His talent was too abnormal. There would not be any effect even if he consumed it. Moreover, if he 

consumed the king Ascension fruit, he would be forcefully raised to the God King stage. 

Such a Godking would be much weaker than those of the same rank. 

Of course, those family members who were destined to be unable to become Immortals and gods could 

take it. 

Even the weakest Godking had an endless lifespan. 

"This is the monarch fruit?" 

Douzhan Sheng recognized the origin of one of the magical fruits. 

Even though there was only one. 

But it was indeed the monarch fruit. 

Ye Chen's heart leaped with joy. The Emperor Ascension fruit. He could bring it back and give it to the 

great immortal. 

The Paragon immortal had been stuck at the pinnacle of the God King stage for many years. If he didn't 

make a breakthrough soon, he would reach the end of his life. 

Even though God kings had endless lifespans, that was only relative to ordinary living beings. 

In reality, the lifespans of God kings and God emperors all had an end. 

They could live for trillions of years, or even tens of trillions of years. 

But he would die eventually. 

Unless he had reached the legendary realm, Divine Master. 

Only then could they truly live forever and be immortal. 

No matter what, as long as a God King advanced to the God Emperor stage, their lifespan would increase 

by a lot. 

As long as ye chen brought the Emperor Ascension fruit back for great immortal wondrous life to 

consume, another Emperor God would appear in the Wildlands. 

In reality, there wasn't even a single Emperor God in the entire manhuang region. 

The strongest would only be at the peak of God King. 

Therefore, once great immortal wondrous life became a God Emperor, he would be able to sweep away 

everything. 

"Give me the monarch fruit and the king fruit, and these immortal stones." 

Ye chen waved his hand and kept the items into his storage ring, leaving some for douzhan Sheng. 

"You don't have any objections, right?" 



Ye chen said in a low voice. 

"Of course I have no objections. Those heaven's favorites were all killed by you." 

Douzhan Sheng said with a smile. If not for ye chen, he would have been in danger. 

Therefore, he was very grateful to ye chen. 

"By the way, my human brother, what's your name?" 

Douzhan Sheng asked. 

"Ye chen," 

Ye chen said. 

"Ye chen, I wonder if you can do me a favor?" 

Douzhan Sheng said. 

"What favor?" 

Ye chen asked. 

He was very curious as to what kind of help was it that even douzhan Sheng could not help. 

"It's like this. A group of clansmen of my battle Saint tribe have just been trapped by the undead clan in 

one direction. However, those undead clan's heaven's pride experts are extremely powerful. I'm no 

match for them by myself. That's why I'm here to ask for your help. " 

Douzhan Sheng said as he pointed in a direction. 

Ye chen nodded slightly. This was easy. 

In any case, he had entered the secret realm to kill the elites of the undead race, Angel race, Soul Race, 

and shengling sect. 

He could take revenge and also receive rewards from the laws of the world. 

Why not? 

"Alright, thank you, brother ye chen!" 

Douzhan Sheng was overjoyed. 

Ye Chen's combat strength was extremely freakish. With ye Chen's help, they would definitely be able to 

save those clansmen. 

Whoosh, Whoosh! 

Ye chen and douzhan Sheng turned into two streams of light and shot toward a direction in the distance. 

Ye chen was not worried about encountering an unrivaled enemy because his current combat strength 

was truly unfathomable. 



Even ye chen himself did not know how powerful he was. 

"That's the place," 

After flying for an hour, douzhan Sheng finally stopped in the distance. 

Ye chen looked over and immediately saw a group of battle Saint tribe members trapped in a cave. 

Outside the cave stood a group of undead youths. Their auras were extremely powerful, and most of 

them were even stronger than undead Zhuo. 

Fortunately, there was a strange light screen at the entrance of the cave that kept resisting the attacks 

of the undying tribe. Otherwise, those clansmen of the battle Saint tribe would have died long ago. 

"What powerful battle prowess." 

Ye Chen's expression turned grave as he felt the attacks from a few of the undead. 

The undead's combat strength was probably equivalent to the seventh level of the godly King realm. 

It was extremely terrifying. 

Chapter 2616 Invincible With Me! 

The auras of the undead were especially powerful. Their auras soared into the sky and were extremely 

powerful. 

Ye chen could tell at a glance that the undead were all Supreme geniuses equivalent to seventh level 

godkings. 

Furthermore, the undead themselves were extremely difficult to kill. Unless they were crushed by 

absolute strength, they could not be killed at all. 

Ye chen frowned. With the strength of these undead prodigies, it was not realistic for him to kill all of 

them. 

However, if he wanted to save the people of the battle Saint tribe, he could do so. 

"What do you think, brother ye chen? this group of undead is too strong. I don't dare to come." 

Douzhan Sheng said with an anxious expression. 

Although he was powerful, he was only at the sixth level of Godking realm. Otherwise, he would have 

been able to defeat the geniuses of the angel race. 

He had seen that ye Chen's combat power was astonishing and far above his own, so he had a glimmer 

of hope in ye chen. 

However, the chances of that were not high. 

"Don't worry, with me, you're invincible. " 

Ye chen said indifferently. 

With his current combat strength, he was truly invincible. 
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At least, he was invincible in the ten thousand spirit secret realm. 

His current combat strength was truly formidable, capable of killing a fifth level Divine King with a single 

punch. 

If he were to use all his trump cards, his combat strength would definitely reach an unbelievable level. 

"As invincible as I am?" 

Douzhan Sheng's heart trembled. What an arrogant and domineering statement! 

If he had not seen with his own eyes how ye chen had killed so many geniuses of the angel clan in 

seconds, he would have thought that ye chen was just bragging. 

After all, there were countless heaven's favorites who entered the ten thousand spirit secret realm this 

time. Although they were only heaven's favorites from the branch families, they were still very powerful. 

Those heaven's favorites were all heaven-defying existences. 

Some people could even fight across a major realm, such as douzhan Sheng. 

However, even in such a situation, ye chen dared to say that he was invincible! 

This was ye Chen's domineering aura of invincibility. 

Domineering aura was built on sufficient strength. 

"How about it, should we just kill our way out, or ..." 

Douzhan Sheng said. 

"Let's just kill our way out. " 

Ye chen could not be bothered to deal with these undead. 

Shua! 

Ye chen instantly appeared above the undead. 

This group of undead clan prodigies immediately noticed ye Chen's existence. 

"What's going on?" 

"An ant at the first stage of true God Realm?" 

"A first stage true God trash also dares to appear in front of us?" 

"Something's not right. He clearly knows that he's only a first stage true God, yet he still dares to appear. 

I'm afraid something's not right." 

The undead elites 'expressions turned grave. 

They were not fools. Since ye chen only had the cultivation base of a first-stage true God and still dared 

to appear in front of them, he must have something to rely on. 



Of course, the undead prodigies did not believe that ye chen could fight them with his first-tier true God 

cultivation base. 

No matter how heaven-defying the heaven's pride experts were, they could only cross one major realm 

to fight. However, there were three peerless heaven's pride experts at the seventh stage of true God 

Realm here. 

These three seventh stage true God experts had fighting power equivalent to seventh stage Divine King. 

Therefore, ye chen could not possibly fight them. 

The result of a battle was death. 

"You guys, get lost. Otherwise, you'll all die!" 

Ye chen stood in the air above the crowd, looking down at them as he spoke indifferently. 

His voice reverberated throughout the entire area, and everyone could hear him clearly. 

Silence. 

The space was terrifyingly silent. 

What? 

What did he just say? 

You want us to scram? 

Many undead elites sneered. It seemed that this person had gone crazy. He actually dared to shout at an 

undead elite. 

Moreover, this person was simply overestimating his own ability. 

"Kill him!" 

One of the seventh stage true God Realm undead clan prodigies said indifferently. 

Whoosh! 

One of the undead clan's prodigies threw out a scorching spear. The spear carried a violent force and 

stabbed wildly at ye chen. 

"Since you don't want to get lost, then die." 

Ye chen flipped his palm and a bone sword appeared. It was the bone dragon divine sword. 

"Ancient thunder!" 

In an instant, ye chen immediately used all his trump cards. His combat power was fully unleashed, his 

powerful techniques greatly increased, and the immortal divine realm was fully used. 

Shua! 



A beam of sword Qi tore through the sky, streaked across the space, and streaked across the air. It 

slashed out with an unrivaled and indescribable power. 

The long spear was drowned in an instant. 

The sword Qi didn't slow down at all and continued to attack the crowd. 

"Not good!" 

"Not good!" 

"What a powerful force!" 

"Quickly Dodge!" 

Many undead elites shouted as their expressions changed drastically when they felt the power of the 

sword. 

Ah, ah, ah! 

Even though some of them managed to avoid it, there were still some who were struck by the sword 

radiance. Their bodies exploded and they died on the spot. 

However, the undead had nine lives, so they didn't really die, only losing one life. 

After their bodies were resurrected, their eyes were filled with fear. How could this be? how could this 

be? 

A first stage true God actually killed them with one sword? 

How was that possible? 

Their cultivation was at least at the third stage of true God Realm, and their fighting power was even 

comparable to the third stage of King God Realm. 

No matter how heaven-defying ye chen was, it was impossible for him to kill them in seconds. 

"Is this all the undead can do?" 

Ye chen said coldly. 

"Damn it, this brat is too arrogant!" 

"That's right, he must be here to save the battle Saint tribe. " 

"They really deserve to die. They are on the same side as the battle Saint tribe!" 

"This human deserves to die ten thousand times!" 

Many undead elites shouted. 

The battle Saint tribe was the mortal enemy of the undying race. 

Since ye chen was in cahoots with the battle Saint tribe, ye chen and the undead clan would definitely 

fight to the death. 



"Don't talk nonsense, kill!" 

Ye chen could not be bothered to waste his breath on these undead clan prodigies. 

He immediately made his move. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

Streaks of extremely dazzling sword Qi shot out explosively. 

Although the sword Qi did not look very gorgeous, its power was unimaginably powerful. 

Ah, ah, ah, ah! 

One by one, the undead elites were killed again. 

"Damn it, damn it, you damn human!" 

The three stage seven true God Realm undead clan geniuses were already furious. 

"I'll kill him!" 

One of the seventh-stage true God Realm undead race prodigies stepped out,"I, undying move, came to 

kill you, a mere human. You should be proud!" 

Undying move. 

He was a heaven's favorite at the seventh stage of true God Realm. 

Moreover, his battle prowess was enough to cross a major realm and fight, which was equivalent to the 

seventh level of Godking. 

This was the battle prowess of a high level Godking. 

"Are you done with your nonsense? Die!" 

Ye chen sneered and suddenly slashed with his sword. This was his full power. 

"What?" 

The undying move's expression changed drastically as it felt the terrifying power of the sword Qi. 

Chapter 2617 2621-Treasure! 

How was that possible? 

How could the power of this sword Qi be so terrifying? 

The undying move didn't understand, but he didn't need to. 

That was because the sword Qi had already arrived. 

"Undying protection!" 

Undying Dong shouted angrily, and his entire body was shrouded in a fiery red barrier, protecting him. 
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However, the power of this sword Qi was unleashed by ye chen at full force. How could he possibly 

block it? 

"Ah!" 

In the next moment, the undying move let out a shrill scream. Then, his entire body was split in half, 

along with the protective shield. 

He was dead. 

A peerless heaven's favorite at the seventh stage of true God Realm died just like that. 

The undying movement's resurrected body appeared beside the undying, and his face was filled with 

horror. 

How was that possible? 

How was this possible? 

Ye chen, a first-stage true God, had actually killed him with a single strike? 

What kind of monster was this! 

"Oh my God, are my eyes playing tricks on me?" 

At this moment, douzhan Sheng also thought that he was seeing things. He rubbed his eyes, but he saw 

no changes. 

Ye chen was that strong. 

Ye chen had killed a seventh tier Godking prodigy with a single strike. 

Heaven-defying. 

This was truly heaven-defying! 

Douzhan Sheng was overjoyed. He did not think that he had found the right person to look for ye chen. 

"Impossible, how is this possible?" 

At this moment, many undead had a drastic change in expression. It looked like they were about to die. 

Undying move was already the top heaven's favorite among them. A seventh stage true God with the 

battle strength of a seventh stage Divine King was simply heaven-defying. 

Such combat power was killed by ye chen in one strike? 

"Haha, kill!" 

Douzhan Sheng let out a roar and rushed out, killing the undead. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen growled and madly slashed out with sword Qi. In an instant, screams were heard as another 

group of undead fell. 



Although these undead were powerful, they were no match for ye chen. 

Ye Chen's current strength was too powerful. 

Ye chen could even kill an eighth firmament Godking. 

This was the power of a true God. 

The main reason was that the true God Realm was too powerful. 

"Not good!" 

Just as ye chen was in the midst of killing, he suddenly felt a mysterious force as if he had been locked in 

place. 

"What is this?" 

Ye chen was surprised. 

"Not good, ye chen. You've been targeted by the undying Lord." 

At this moment, the purple-gold pill in ye Chen's dantian cried out. 

"The undying Lord?" 

Ye Chen's expression turned ugly. 

Why would such a great existence target him? 

That was the undying Lord! 

An existence at the Divine Master level could probably kill ye chen with just a breath. 

Ye chen might be able to kill an eighth level Godking now, but killing a seventh level Godking would be 

as easy as killing a dog. 

However, in reality, he was still quite a distance away from the ninth level of the God King realm, let 

alone the God Emperor realm. 

A Celestial Emperor-level powerhouse could similarly blow ye chen to death with a single breath. 

The difference was just that big. 

"What should I do now?" 

Ye chen asked. 

The purple-gold pill had a special status, so it would definitely know what to do. 

"By the way, didn't you burst out with such a powerful force before? you should be able to fight against 

a God Lord, right?" 

Ye chen asked. 



Previously, when the ancient demons, the angel clan, and the Soul Clan had besieged ye chen, he had 

relied on the purple-gold pill to successfully escape. 

"If I was at my peak, I could kill this guy with one slap, but now?" 

The purple-gold pill was helpless."My current strength is too weak." 

Ye chen was speechless. 

Since the purple-gold pill was of no use, ye chen did not place his hopes on it. 

It was not a good sign to be targeted by the undying Lord. 

However, ye chen suddenly remembered that he had come out to kill so many undead clan's prodigies 

this time to save the battle Saint tribe's prodigies. 

In this case, he believed that the Berserker master would not ignore it. 

"Brother Sheng!" 

"Brother Sheng, you've brought helpers!" 

"Many thanks, brother Sheng!" 

At this moment, douzhan Sheng had successfully rescued all the Supreme geniuses of the battle Saint 

tribe. 

They were very grateful to ye chen. After all, it was embarrassing for a human to come to their rescue. 

Moreover, ye Chen's combat strength had also left them dumbfounded. A human at the first stage of 

true God Realm could kill so many undead prodigies with such ease. 

What kind of powerful combat strength was this? 

It was simply heaven-defying! 

"Douzhan Sheng, I've already been targeted by the undying Lord. Do you have any ideas?" 

Ye chen asked. 

"Undying Lord." 

Douzhan Sheng's face turned ugly. The undying Lord was a great existence of the undying clan, a master 

god level existence. 

Ye chen had been targeted by the undying Lord. 

Logically speaking, killing those undead race geniuses would not attract the attention of an existence like 

the undying Lord. 

However, the combat power that ye chen had just displayed was too shocking and abnormal. He had 

killed many undead prodigies with only a first-stage true God. 

No wonder he was targeted by the undying Lord. 



Once a peerless monster like ye chen matured, he would definitely be a disaster for the undead clan. 

"How about this? after we leave the secret realm, I'll contact the Berserker master of our race and ask 

him to protect you." 

Douzhan Sheng said,"furthermore, you have saved so many of our geniuses this time. It would be 

unreasonable if we don't protect you." 

Ye chen nodded slightly. Since he had the protection of the battle Saint tribe's Divine Master, he should 

be fine. 

No matter how strong the God Lord of the Undead race was, it was impossible for him to surpass the 

God Lord of the battle Saint tribe and kill him by force. 

Unless he found the right time. 

After all, a figure like the Berserker master could not possibly put all his energy on ye chen. At most, he 

would spare some of his energy. 

Once he let his guard down, ye chen could be in trouble. 

"Let's see how many treasures we've obtained after killing so many undead geniuses." 

Douzhan Sheng said with a smile. 

Of course, these treasures had to be shared with ye chen. 

In reality, douzhan Sheng and the others did not do much. Without ye chen, they were no match for the 

undead prodigies. 

"Treasures, so many treasures." 

Ye chen was slightly taken aback because there were simply too many treasures falling from the sky. 

With a wave of his hand, ye chen kept the treasure chests into his storage ring. 

He didn't stand on ceremony and immediately opened the treasure chest, scanning it with his divine 

sense. 

Immortal stones, they were all immortal stones. 

They were all middle-grade immortal stones. 

There were at least a few hundred trillion. 

It was enough for ye chen to break through to the second stage of true God. 

"How about this? I'm going to break through. You guys help me guard." 

Ye chen said to the many Supreme geniuses of the battle Saint tribe. 

"You're about to break through?" 

Douzhan Sheng nodded slightly. It was true. Although ye Chen's combat strength was freakish, his 

cultivation level was still too low. 



It was hard for him to imagine how freakish ye Chen's combat strength would be if his cultivation base 

were to increase! 

Chapter 2618 2623-Sacred Ancestor! 

Of course, if it was just an increase of a small realm, it would not increase ye Chen's combat strength by 

much. 

After all, the further one advanced, the greater the gap between their realms would be. 

When one reached the divine King stage, the gap between each level was much greater than that of a 

true God. 

Some heaven's favorites might be able to cross a few small realms to fight when they are in the true God 

Realm, but when they reach the God King realm, they can at most cross one small realm to fight. 

This was the difference. 

The gap between each stage of the Godking realm was much greater than that of the true God Realm. 

Therefore, ye Chen's combat strength would not increase by much even if he increased his cultivation 

level. 

However, his combat strength would also increase. 

"Second stage true God Realm." 

Under the protection of the many members of the battle Saint tribe, ye chen had broken through. 

Currently, ye Chen's Foundation was very stable. As long as he had enough celestial stones, he could 

break through three minor realms in a row. 

However, his immortal stones could only help him break through to the second stage of true God Realm. 

"Break!" 

Ye chen roared. 

BOOM! 

An extremely powerful energy erupted from ye Chen's body. It was incomparably terrifying and 

boundless. Many members of the battle Saint tribe were shocked. Was this ye Chen's true strength? 

It was simply too powerful. 

The next moment, ye chen waved his hand and countless immortal stones exploded, turning into 

endless divine energy that poured into ye Chen's body. 

Ye Chen's energy was already terrifying enough but it was still rising. 

After an unknown amount of time. 

The energy in ye Chen's body had finally reached a critical point. It suddenly broke through this critical 

point and reached another peak. 
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Second stage true God Realm! 

Ye chen had successfully attained the second stage true God Realm. 

"Congratulations, brother ye!" 

"Congratulations on your breakthrough, brother ye!" 

"Congratulations, brother ye!" 

The numerous geniuses of the battle Saint tribe all flew over to congratulate him. 

Ye chen nodded slightly. He was actually a little disappointed. Although his state had improved, his 

combat power had not improved much. 

His previous battle prowess was still a distance away from the eighth level of Godking. 

His current combat strength should be about the same as an eighth level Godking. 

It was just about the same. 

He was unable to suppress an eighth level Godking. 

It could be said that the gap between each level of the Godking realm far exceeded the true God Realm. 

An eighth level Godking could easily slaughter a group of seventh level godkings. 

This was the difference. 

This was especially true after one had reached the advanced God King stage. The difference between 

them was even more obvious. 

In reality, the God King had already comprehended eight great divine domains. That was why the gap 

was so great. 

All the enemies ye chen had encountered so far had died before they could even unleash the power of 

the eight great divine realms. 

Furthermore, those geniuses were not true God kings. They only had the fighting power of a God King at 

the true God Realm. 

A true Godking would not have such simple means. 

It was because ye chen was too strong, outrageously strong. 

Killing them was like killing dogs. 

"Brother ye, what are we going to do next?" 

Douzhan Sheng asked. He could be considered a peak-level genius in the battle Saint tribe. Naturally, he 

was only from a branch of the tribe. 

"Next, let's go look for the God territory's Mountain peak in the secret realm." 

Ye chen said after thinking for a moment. 



He planned to completely comprehend the remaining seven God domains. 

He was very satisfied with the increase in combat strength brought by the undying God domain. If he 

were to comprehend another 7 God domains, then it would be a huge boost to his combat strength. 

"Alright," he said. 

Douzhan Sheng nodded slightly. Since ye chen wanted to find the peak of the divine realm, they would 

not stop him. 

They also had to search for the God domain mountain because their cultivation was between the third 

and seventh stage of true God Realm. With the innate talent of the battle Saint tribe, they had long 

comprehended the God domain. 

When ye chen was an immortal God, he was able to comprehend the divine realm. 

And it was still the undying God domain. 

There was no reason why they couldn't comprehend the deity-realm at the true God Realm. 

Although he had only comprehended a low-level God's domain, it would serve as a good foundation for 

his future God's domain. After all, God's domain could be abandoned. 

He could just change to another God's domain. 

"Let's go,"he said. 

With a wave of his hand, ye chen kept the members of the battle Saint tribe into his storage ring. Only 

when the other party was fully focused and did not resist could he enter the storage ring. 

Otherwise, he could just rely on his storage ring in battle. 

Moreover, hiding in the storage ring was not very useful. Enemies above the immortal God level had 

many means and could completely refine the ring. 

Hiding in the ring was the same as seeking death. 

Whoosh! 

Ye chen turned into a ray of light and flew rapidly. His speed was so fast that it was frightening. 

It was too fast! 

It was simply fast to the limit. 

In the eyes of those with weaker cultivation bases, ye chen was like a flash of lightning that disappeared 

in an instant. 

His speed was truly too fast. Perhaps, this was the speed of an eighth level Godking. 

As for an eighth level Divine King expert, they were high above the masses, an invincible expert. 

The strongest prodigies of the various races who had entered the secret realm this time were only 

comparable to a peak seventh level Divine King. 



It could be said that the current ye chen was truly invincible. 

I'm invincible! 

"There's a group of God Realm mountains ahead." 

Ye chen frowned. When he saw the divine realm's peaks, he frowned because he could sense a lot of 

energy on those peaks. 

These mountain peaks had already been occupied by others. 

"Black Tortoise race." 

When ye chen saw the dark green tortoiseshell on these young men's backs, he knew that these young 

men were the Black Tortoise clan's prodigies. 

The Black Tortoise race was ranked very high on the ten thousand ancient races, not any weaker than 

the soul Race or the angel race. 

In terms of strength, they were on the same level as the angel race and the soul Race. 

"Forget it, I'll just let them have these mountains." 

Ye chen thought for a moment and decided to forget it. 

After all, these mountains were discovered by the Black Tortoise clan first. It would not be good for ye 

chen to snatch them by force. 

However, just as ye chen flew over everyone's heads, a giant hand grabbed him. 

"Kid, you flew over our heads like that. Do you not take our Black Tortoise clan seriously?" 

BOOM! 

The giant hand caught ye chen in its palm and pulled him back. 

"What?" 

The owner of the giant hand seemed to feel the immense power in ye Chen's body and could not help 

but be shocked. 

"How is that possible?" 

The owner of the giant hand grabbed at ye chen with all his might but could not do anything to him. He 

only felt extremely shocked. 

"Get lost!" 

Ye chen roared. A majestic force erupted from his body and instantly annihilated the giant hand. 

"What a powerful force. Also, you have the Qi of the battle Saint tribe on your body. It seems like you 

are the reincarnation of the Saint ancestor of the battle Saint tribe. Interesting, truly interesting!" 

The owner of the giant hand was a green-robed young man. The green-robed young man took a few 

steps back. 



"The reincarnation of the Holy ancestor?" 

Ye chen frowned. He did not understand what the Azure-robed young man was saying. 

"Heavens! Isn't that Saint ancestor xuanxin?" 

"Saint ancestor xuanxin is actually going against a human?" 

Chapter 2619 Fighting The Reincarnation Of The Sacred Ancestor! 

"No, that's not right. That's not a human. He has the aura of the battle Saint tribe on him!" Someone 

exclaimed. 

Many of the Black Tortoise clan's young men opened their eyes one by one. When they saw that ye chen 

had repelled the green-robed young man, they were extremely shocked and their eyes widened. 

They were the only ones who knew of the green-robed youth's origins. And yet, an existence like the 

green-robed youth had actually been forced to retreat. 

How was that possible? 

"What did he mean by the reincarnation of the sacred ancestor?" 

Ye chen asked. 

At this moment, everyone from the battle Saint tribe had already exited their storage rings. 

He was asking about douzhan Sheng. 

"Ye chen, this person before us is so powerful. He's most likely the reincarnation of the Black Tortoise 

clan's divine ancestor. He must be the divine ancestor profound heart!" 

Douzhan Sheng's face turned pale. However, when he remembered ye Chen's combat power, he 

recovered a little. 

"Saint ancestor xuanxin?" 

The more ye chen listened, the more confused he became. 

"It's like this. Some Almighty experts who have reached the Divine Master realm and above will choose 

to break through to a higher life form. However, they will find that their potential has been exhausted. " 

"Thus, they can only reincarnate. With the cultivation experience from their previous lives, they can 

quickly recover to the Divine Master level or even above." 

"They chose to reincarnate, which means they have a higher chance of reaching a higher level of life!" 

Douzhan Sheng said,"the green-robed youth in front of us is very likely the reincarnation of a Black 

Tortoise race's holy ancestor." 

Ye chen nodded slightly, but at the same time, he was a little shocked. 

So it was like this. 

No wonder the green-robed youth in front of him gave him a feeling of unfathomability. 
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He was actually the reincarnation of a Supreme expert of the Black Tortoise race who was above the 

Divine Master level. 

The Divine Master was already terrifying enough. He was the legend of the mysterious Sky Star field. 

As for the realm above the Divine Master, what kind of lofty realm was that? 

Ye chen could not imagine it at all! 

"Junior, you're not simple to be able to guess my identity." 

At this time, the Azure-robed young man's expression turned serious. He had lived for countless years 

and could tell at a glance that ye chen was extraordinary. 

He only valued ye chen. As for douzhan Sheng and the others, they were nothing. 

"If we enter the secret realm as the reincarnation of the sacred ancestor, wouldn't that be cheating?" 

Ye chen said to douzhan Sheng. 

The reincarnated divine ancestors must all have shocking means and monstrous battle power. 

Like this green-robed youth in front of him, his cultivation was only at stage four true God, but his 

fighting power was comparable to peak stage seven Divine King. 

In fact, he was even stronger. 

No one knew what methods he had. 

This kind of combat power was already very terrifying. 

Entering the mystic realm with this kind of battle prowess, wasn't he bullying the others? 

"There's no other way. If they want to enter the secret realm, those races will definitely not stop them." 

Douzhan Sheng said helplessly. 

In reality, their battle Saint tribe had also sent a young man who was the reincarnation of their sacred 

ancestor into the secret realm. However, that young man didn't follow them. 

"Junior, your potential has shocked me. I haven't been shocked in a long time." 

The Azure-robed youth said as he looked at ye chen. 

"Oh? Is that so?" 

Ye chen smiled faintly. 

"What is the strength of this old man?" 

Ye chen asked the purple-gold pill in his body. 

He couldn't see through the other party's skill, but the purple-gold pill could. 



"This old man should be a third-level heavenly venerate at his peak. As for now, he should only be a 

fourth-level true God." 

The purple-gold pill replied. 

Celestial venerable? 

Could this be the realm above the Divine Master? 

Ye chen shook his head slightly. The heavenly venerable realm was still too far away from him. 

Such a powerful existence was not something he could imagine at all. 

However, since the other party had reincarnated, ye chen was not afraid. 

"Junior, if you can safely survive my attack, then I'll give you all these God domain mountains." 

The green-robed young man asked,"how is it?" 

Ye chen nodded slightly. 

"Then, let's fight!" 

Ye chen was the first to attack. 

BOOM! 

A dazzling fist radiance that contained terrifying power was blasted out. 

After reaching the second stage of true God, even a casual punch from ye chen could kill a sixth stage 

Divine King. 

"BOOM!" 

The green-robed young man held a black rod in his hand and casually smashed the fist radiance. 

"He's indeed very strong. " 

This punch was just a casual one, but its power could not be underestimated. 

However, it was easily destroyed by the green-robed youth. 

Ye chen chuckled. His figure was like a bolt of lightning as he threw another punch. 

This punch carried the power of the undying God Realm and a strengthening technique. 

It was much stronger than the previous punch. 

"Stick!" 

The green-robed young man held the black rod and smashed it down. The majestic power instantly 

crushed the surrounding space into nothingness. 

BOOM! 



The fist ray was shattered and the Rod's shadow flickered incessantly, charging madly in ye Chen's 

direction. 

The angles of these staff shadows were extremely strange. At the same time, their power was also 

extremely powerful. Each staff could smash a sixth level Divine King to death. 

"I'm finished. " 

"This kid is finished." 

"You dare to not use your full strength against Saint ancestor xuanxin? how arrogant!" 

The Black Tortoise clan could tell that ye chen had not used his full strength and could not help but 

sneer. 

"It's indeed very strong, Bone Dragon!" 

Facing this staff and the endless staff shadows, ye chen also felt immense pressure. 

Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

Rays of grey-white sword radiance flashed like lightning and instantly bombarded the infinite staff 

shadows. 

Hong long long ... 

Amidst a series of earth-shaking rumbles, the sword-light and the staff-shadow engaged in an earth-

shattering battle. 

Ye chen wielded the bone dragon divine sword and continuously slashed out sword gleams, fighting the 

Azure-robed youth. 

After a few hundred moves of intense battle. 

"You are indeed very strong." 

Ye chen looked at the Azure-robed youth and growled. 

"Junior, if this is all you've got, you're still going to lose." 

The green-robed youth seemed to be a little disappointed and shook his head slightly. 

" 3000 rod shadows!" 

The green-robed young man flicked his finger, and countless rod shadows flashed out. 

Then, he suddenly raised the black rod in his hand and smashed it down with force! 

Suddenly, the endless staff shadows, with a torrent-like power, shattered the space and attacked ye 

chen. 

"Then I'll let you see my true strength." 

Ye chen sneered. 



Shua! 

The sword light was ten times more powerful than before. It instantly soared and collided with the staff 

shadow. 

Unsurprisingly, this sword light directly shattered all the staff shadows. 

"What?" 

When everyone saw this scene, they were all extremely shocked. How was this possible? 

"Impossible. I've never seen a monster like you." 

Even the green-robed youth revealed a shocked expression. 

The power of ye Chen's attack earlier was comparable to a full-force attack from an eighth firmament 

Godking. 

However, ye Chen's cultivation base was only at second-stage true God. 

How was that possible? 

"I've lost," 

The Azure-robed youth sighed. Although he still had some tricks up his sleeve, ye Chen's cultivation base 

was only at second-stage true God. 

Chapter 2620 2625-Leaving The Secret Realm! 

Ye Chen's cultivation base was only at second-stage true God, which was much lower than his. 

So even if he could win, it would be an unfair victory. 

Moreover, he was no match for ye chen. 

Whoosh! 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

"Heavens! Saint ancestor xuanxin actually lost?" 

"How is this possible? how could he lose to a human when he is two minor realms higher?" 

"How is this possible?" 

The Black Tortoise youths were extremely shocked. 

Saint ancestor profound heart was the Saint ancestor they had reincarnated several hundred years ago. 

She was an expert above the Divine Master level, a super expert. 

The reincarnation of such an expert was unrivaled even in a battle of the same level, let alone two minor 

levels higher. 

However, Saint ancestor xuanxin had been defeated by a human. 
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This human was going to defy the heavens. 

"You can't be the Saint ancestor of the battle Saint tribe, right? you're purely a human." 

The green-robed youth said at this time. 

"Not bad." 

Ye chen nodded slightly. He was indeed not some old ancestor of the battle Saint tribe. He was just a 

human. 

As for reincarnation, he had never even heard of it. 

However, this reincarnation should require a lot of special substances and a strong enough cultivation to 

be successful. 

Otherwise, if anyone could reincarnate, wouldn't that be a huge change? 

"I'll let you guys have these God domain mountains. " 

The green-robed youth said. Then, with a wave of his hand, he kept all the Black Tortoise race youths 

into his storage ring. Then, his body flashed and he left. 

"Brother ye, you're indeed a peerless talent." 

"Brother ye, you're going against the heavens." 

Many of the Supreme geniuses of the battle Saint tribe were dumbstruck. 

Ye chen had actually defeated the Saint ancestor profound heart, who was two minor realms higher 

than him. 

This was heaven-defying. 

Putting aside the fact that she was two minor realms higher than him, in an ordinary battle, no one 

would be a match for the battle Saint tribe's divine ancestor, except for the reincarnated divine ancestor 

Xuan Xin. 

Ye chen was truly heaven-defying. 

Douzhan Sheng could not imagine how freakish ye Chen's combat power was. 

If he were to fight against Saint ancestor xuanxin, he wouldn't even be able to take one move. 

Soon, ye chen and the others found their respective peaks in the divine realm and began to cultivate. 

If one wanted to reach the God King realm, one must cultivate eight great God domains. 

Generally speaking, one would start to cultivate at the peak of real God. 

However, ye chen and the others were clearly not ordinary people. That was why they could cultivate 

the eight great divine realms at just a few stages of true God. 

"Time divine territory." 



"Spatial divine realm." 

"Undying God territory." 

"Light and darkness Divine Domain." 

Ye chen had cultivated four of the most heaven-defying divine realms in a row. 

In a short month, he had successfully cultivated all of them. 

As for the remaining four God domains, he planned to cultivate them after his cultivation had increased 

a few more levels. 

As for his combat strength, ye Chen's combat strength had increased by a large margin. 

If he were to fight against sacred ancestor xuanxin now, he would probably be able to defeat her in one 

move. 

This was ye Chen's heaven-defying combat strength. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The secret realm was about to close. 

Black vortexes appeared out of thin air around the secret realm. 

Ye chen and the others did not waste any time and flew in decisively, leaving the arcane realm. 

After leaving the secret realm. 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh! 

One by one, cold gazes swept over ye chen and the others. 

"It's him!" 

"Great undying Lord, this is the man who killed many of our undying clan's geniuses!" 

"It's him!" 

Many undead immediately screamed. 

Many of them had escaped from the previous battle, so they knew it was ye Chen's doing. 

"Not good." 

Ye Chen's heart trembled because he immediately felt a boundless, unimaginably powerful force 

sweeping over. 

Being locked down by this power, he couldn't move at all. He felt like an ant, and no matter how he 

struggled, it was useless. 

"Junior, how dare you kill so many undead elites? you deserve to die!" 

The next moment. 



BOOM! 

A giant palm, accompanied by boundless flames, slammed down from above. 

Although it was just a simple palm, the space within a radius of hundreds of millions of kilometers 

shattered and turned into nothingness. 

This palm strike was many times more terrifying than the pursuit of the ancient devil and the two races. 

"Not good, we're finished." 

The purple-gold pill in ye Chen's body shrieked. 

"Undying Lord, are you very pleased with yourself for bullying a junior?" 

At this moment, a giant hand covered in monkey hair also reached out and collided with the giant palm. 

BOOM! 

If it weren't for the fact that they were all protected by the mighty figures of their respective races, they 

would have all been crushed into dust by the blast. 

"Berserker master, are you going to interfere in this matter?" 

In the sky, a huge fire Shadow, like a fire god, said coldly. 

He, the undying Lord. 

A God Lord expert had attacked a junior who wasn't even a God King, but he had failed in a single blow. 

The reason was the giant monkey in front of him. 

It was a huge monkey with an incomparably towering figure. Its aura was not the slightest bit inferior to 

the flaming Phantom. 

Just by standing in the sky, these two figures made everyone feel suffocated and frightened. 

"Haha, with the Berserker master protecting you, you'll be fine." 

The purple-gold pill said with a smile. 

Ye chen was speechless. Who was the one who screamed in fear just now? 

"I admire this human brat. It's impossible for you to kill him," 

The Berserker master said indifferently. 

Putting aside the fact that ye chen had saved so many of the battle Saint tribe's geniuses, ye Chen's 

talent alone was worth saving. 

After all, ye chen had killed the undead. 

In that case, ye chen was a member of the battle Saint tribe. 

"Very good. Let's fight in the sky." 



The undying Lord seemed to be enraged."I'd like to see how much you've improved. How dare you 

speak to me like this!" 

"Hmph," he snorted. 

"Hmph!" The berserk master snorted coldly, and the two God Lords flew up into the sky. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In the sky, two towering shadows were confronting each other. 

Even though they were high up in the sky, the power that erupted from the two shadows shocked 

everyone. 

It could be said that under the power of these two Lord gods, the space within hundreds of millions of 

kilometers would be blown up. 

One had to know that this was the mysterious sky Starfield. The punch of an ordinary Godking would not 

even be able to shatter the space. 

The power of a God Lord could easily destroy the boundless space. 

Such power truly shocked everyone. 

"Is this the Divine Master?" 

"He's too strong. " 

"I didn't think that two God Lords would start a war over a human brat." 

"However, this is normal. The battle Saint tribe and the undead race are mortal enemies." 

Everyone was discussing this matter. Even the mighty figures of the Black Tortoise race, the angel race, 

and the soul Race shuddered at the power that had erupted in the sky. 

A peak God Emperor, compared to a God master, was far too lacking. 

In fact, there was no comparison between the two. 

 


